
Programs offered:
Two penetrating speeches and a unique 
audience-participation workshop based 
on real-life incidents.

“The Integrity Imperative” 
keynote-conference-training speech

“Handling Integrity
Issues and Predicament – 
Awareness – Resolution – 
Prevention”
two to three hour workshop

“Foundations of 
Compromise with 
Integrity Intact”
keynote-conference-training speech 
for decision makers at all levels

Reap the benefits and rewards:  

• Enlarged capital of trustworthiness and reputation

• Magnification of the name, brand, logo, products, services

• Sharper competitive edge 

• Higher profits and market share

• Loyal customers, clients, consumers, investors

• Avoidance of fines, penalties, court costs, lost revenue

Integrity expert, Jim Thomas, and Alliance for Integrity, LLC, offer 
tools for expanding and perpetuating these priceless assets.  

FIRST PRIORITY IN CORPORATE, PROFESSIONAL,

AND ORGANIZATIONAL LIFE

PROMOTING and AFFIRMING INTEGRITY among corporations, organizations and professionals

High Performance
with High Integrity!

by Jim Thomas, Integrity Expert

Preach, affirm, and reinforce
performance with integrity.

(please turn over)



Credentials and expertise
Jim Thomas is a professional speaker, published author, 
and workshop leader, with expertise in the field of performance 
with integrity.

A retired lawyer, he has researched, written, and spoken on 
Integrity since 1984. A recognized expert, his work includes the 
book, Integrity: The Indispensable Element, articles, and essays
in publications such as Vital Speeches of the Day and Fortune 
Magazine. He was educated at the University of Georgia, Emory 
Law School, and Harvard University. 

Jim Thomas has presented at more than 65 colleges and 
universities, professional societies, civic clubs, and organizations 
of the Bar. He is founder of Alliance for Integrity, LLC. Its objective 
is to promote performance with integrity in professional, business, 
and corporate life – including nonprofits.

“Give your integrity speech 
as often as you can, to as 
many people as you can. 
Everybody needs to hear it.”

—Don James, Insurance Company Executive, 
Waycross GA

Vital information

Jim lays out the key features of 
performance with integrity. Every point is 
illustrated with profiles of integrity in action 
– as it is and ought to be. They leave 
profound impressions.

“We all want integrity in all 
phases of our lives, but no one 
stops to define it or to explain 
its advantages in everyday life.”

—Former U.S. Senator, Bill Bradley

Jim’s two speeches fill this gap. The 
training workshop is an ideal follow-up. It 
features actual incidents for audience 
participation and assessment. Jim guides 
attendees in asking if parties to the 
transaction exercised integrity, from which 
end? Was integrity ignored? Was the 
problem preventable?
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What others say...

To schedule, contact:

“We were 
impressed with 
your straight- 
forward message 
on integrity, a 
foundation of 
society. It was 
not only timely 
but timeless.”

—James McDougall, Bank 
President, Atlanta, GA

“Your presentation 
today was well- 
received and enjoyed. 
The feedback from 
those in attendance 
was strong.”

—George Ambler, President, Atlanta 
Society of CPA’s

“Your talk inspired our 
people to maintain 
their integrity no 
matter the difficulty.”

—Adam Albano, University of Georgia,
Athens, GA
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